
Skills Development
By successfully achieving 24 Continuing Education Units (CEUs), 
or 240 hours of contact time, in our courses, participants will 
acquire advanced skills in the following areas:

• Developing effective feasibility study screening processes 
based on financial data analysis

• Identifying and allocating the various risks associated with 
each project to the appropriate stakeholder

• Constructing and creating financing models that calculate 
value-for-money (VfM) and public sector comparator (PSC) 
benchmarks, and that evaluate feasibility assumptions and 
NPV values

• Preparing sensitivity analysis’s to stress test the project’s cash 
flows, projected internal rate of return (IRR), and debt service 
coverage ratios (DSCR)

• Assessing the underlying economic and financial assumptions 
contained in the financial models developed by the private 
sector 

• Identifying and understanding sources of finance, including 
both equity and debt

• Communicating and discussing findings with stakeholders

Benefits of Certification
• Advance your skills and create a positive impact within your 

current role
• Become more marketable and mobile
• Generate added opportunities for professional growth
• Increase your income potential with additional expertise 

gained through certification
• Work with and qualify to join our distinguished faculty
• Demonstrate your global and comprehensive PPP skills

Certification Overview
IP3’s Project Finance Certified Specialist Program is designed to 
provide an important core body of knowledge and skills set in 
project finance and financial modeling. 
According to the World Economic Forum, over $2 trillion 
are needed every year for the next decade for global 
infrastructure investment in energy, water, transportation, 
telecommunications, mining, and municipal service delivery.  
This works out annually to over $400 billion for Africa, $500 
billion for Asia, $500 billion for Europe, $300 billion for South/
Central America, and $300 billion for North America.  With such 
large amounts of investment required, several key issues arise: 

• How will this infrastructure be financed?
• How will opportunities make their way through the 

appropriate screening, risk assessment, and financial 
modeling analyses to determine financial viability?

• Who is positioned in government ministries and agencies, 
PPP units, banks, and project developers to conduct this 
critical work?

• What type of person has the breadth and depth for the 
required skills?

To meet these global financing demands, the pressure to 
introduce sophisticated project finance business structure 
will challenge government, regulatory, and banking analysts 
who may not have formal training in the unique strategic and 
financial characteristics of the project finance model. Upgrading 
these strategic and technical skills is urgently needed to meet 
these new business and investment opportunities.   
An IP3 Project Finance specialist certification validates a breadth 
of knowledge acquired through immersive training in financial 
modeling and contractual structuring.
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The IP3 Project Finance Specialist Certification is achieved following the successful 
completion of 24 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) from any combination of the 
below courses:

F-200 - Financial Analysis Techniques for Infrastructure Projects (6 CEUs)
Financial Analysis Techniques for Infrastructure Projects is designed for investment professionals and financial analysts. The 
course focuses on understanding the practical techniques, skills, and spreadsheet models needed to analyze, structure, and 
negotiate successful project-backed financings.

F-201 - Building and Analyzing Financial Models I (6 CEUs)
The daily focus of this course is on learning specific financing and accounting techniques and practicing those techniques in 
an on-going project case study. Each day, the IP3 financial modeling facilitator will build additional elements into the financial 
model. By the end of the course, participants will not only understand all essential accounting and financial terms and how to use 
them, but will have applied them to a simulated PPP project model.

F-202 - Building and Analyzing Financial Models II (6 CEUs)
This course focuses on two key objectives. The first is to provide the participant with the tools to build a financial model and 
effectively manage third-party financial advisors. The second is to provide a knowledge base for the level III financial modeling 
course, which is geared toward officials responsible for developing financial models for project financing. In this course, we focus 
exclusively on the basic techniques of building, interpreting, and analyzing a financial model using Microsoft Excel®. 

F-203 - Building and Analyzing Financial Models III (6 CEUs)
This familiarizes participants with financial modeling and the relationship between the financial model and the underlying 
contracts in a limited recourse project finance transaction. The program is structured around a series of lectures and classroom 
simulations that will familiarize participants with the essential structure of power purchase agreements (PPA) and interrelated 
contracts, such as engineering, procurement and construction (EPC); fuel supply and operating agreements; and financing 
agreements.  

NEW FOR 2020
F-204 - Climate Finance, Climate Change Resilience & Application to PPP Projects (6 CEUs) 
The goal of the course is threefold. The first goal is to provide the participant with an understanding of the impacts of climate 
change, primarily those related to public infrastructure and services in general, and PPPs in particular. The second goal is to 
provide a knowledge basis for the formulation and implementation of climate finance solutions that can be used to finance public 
infrastructure projects implemented by means of a PPP. The third goal is to provide to the participant with knowledge about the 
key tools that can be embedded in PPP projects to ascertain either their resilience to risks posed by climate change, or actually to 
ameliorate climate change impacts.

F-205 - Monte Carlo Simulation for Risk Analysis & Project Finance
The objective of this course is to provide participants with a knowledge of critical issues involved in the Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulation for risk analysis and project finance. Participants will learn to carry-out multiple tests and define potential investment 
results, calculate risk in the varying stages of infrastructure projects, and quantify the value for money.

Project Finance Certification Courses

Who Will Benefit from an IP3 Project Finance Specialist Certification
• National, regional, and local government officials responsible for infrastructure financial modeling
• Contract officers and regulatory commissioners
• Financial analysts from PPP or privatization units
• Public servants, utility managers, executives, and financial experts
• Audit or project managers
• Staff of bilateral and multilateral international organizations


